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Conference Announcement
Carcinogenic cells can attack and obliterates sound tissues and

organs. An inquiry which is constantly raised whenever cancer is
examined is the manner by which to anticipate and identify priorities.
There are generally most 200 distinct sorts of Cancers each requires
explicit methodologies for treatment. Cancer Research is an enormous
field, understanding the causes, to whom and why it occurs and how to
dispose of it. Cancer has consistently been a perplexing inquiry, and
there are no basic answers up until now. It is imperative to talk about
and examine disease, however much as could be expected. It tends to
be fathomed distinctly by the aggregate methodology.

Scientists are coming out with Innovative information and
investigate approaches in the field of Cancer.

Lexis Conferences invites all the participants from all over the world
to attend “World Conference on Cancer Biology, Immuno Oncology &
Drug Discovery ”  during October 16-17, 2020 in San Francisco,
California, USA.

CBIOD 2020 is an 2 day event with Multiple panels, Workshops,
Affinity group lunches, Forums, Poster sessions. Our aim is to bring
together the brightest minds of all Academicians, Clinical

practitioners, Industrialists, Young researchers to give the talks that are
ideal-focused, and on a wide range of Cancer, to foster learning,
inspiration and wonder – and provoke conversations that matter.

About Venue:
San Francisco has an enhanced help economy, with work spread

over a wide scope of administrations, including money related
administrations, the travel industry, and (progressively) high
innovation.

This radiant extension, maybe San Francisco's most renowned
milestone, opened in 1937 following a four-year battle against
persistent breezes, haze, rocks and slippery tides.

Alcatraz Island: Alcatraz the site of the principal beacon in the
Western United States yet turned into a government prison from
1934-1963, lodging well known convicts, for example Al.

Yerba Buena Gardens: An honor winning open office at the core of
San Francisco's midtown social locale, Yerba Buena Gardens a
youngsters' nursery, open workmanship, galleries, a memorable merry.
For more details go through link:

https://www.lexisconferences.com/cancerbiology

Submit your abstract at:

https://www.lexisconferences.com/cancerbiology/abstract

Contact Details:

Best Regards

Dr. Veronica Williams

Program Manager | CBIOD 2020

E-mail: Immuno-Oncology@eventqueries.com

 

Magnusson MS, Clin Oncol Case Rep 2019, 2:5 Clinical Oncology: Case
Reports
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